
   

The relexa hotel is situated direktly at the  
highways A3 and A44 connected to A44, 
Exits:

at the exit "Ratingen Ost" turn 
left to "Hornberger Straße". After approx. 
3 km turn right to "Wilhelmring", at the 
next crossroad, please turn right again 
Now you can see the relexa hotel on the 
right hand side.

                               towards
city center, at the traffic light turn left   
(Bahnstraße), turn right at the next traffic  
light (Wilhelmring), at the next crossroad  
turn right. The hotel is on the right hand side.

        highway A3 until interchange "Ratingen Ost" (exit 17), A44 direction Dusseldorf; 
exit "Ratingen Ost".

 highway A52 direction Dusseldorf until interchange "Breitscheid", highway A3 direction 
Cologne until interchange "Ratingen Ost", A44 direction Dusseldorf, exit "Ratingen Ost".

highway A40 towards Essen, in Essen highway A52 direction Dusseldorf until interchange 
"Breitscheid", A3 direction Cologne until interchange "Ratingen Ost", A44 direction Dusseldorf, exit "Ratingen Ost".

highway A3 direction Cologne, interchange "Ratingen Ost", highway A44  
direction Dusseldorf, exit "Ratingen Ost".

  highway A44 towards "Velbert", exit "Ratingen Ost".

By car

Via the A44: 

From train station"Ostbahnhof":  

Arriving from Cologne/Frankfurt: 

Arriving from Essen:

Arriving from Dortmund: 

Arriving from Oberhausen/Duisburg: 

Arriving from the airport:

  By train

The closest train station to our relexa hotel is Dusseldorf main station. From here, take the suburban train 6
until the station "Ratingen Ostbahnhof". From here you can continue by foot (approx. 800 meters until the hotel) or 
take the bus, line 760 to the stop "Freiligrathring". The bus stop is right in front of the hotel.

  By plane

Airport Dusseldorf: bus number 760 drives directly to the hotel. Stop "Freiligrathring".

Location and Directions by car, train and plane

Short distances

Airport Dusseldorf (DUS): 9 km
Main station Dusseldorf: 20 km
Train station Ratingen Ost: 0,8 km
City center Dusseldorf: 20 km
Fair Dusseldorf & stadium: 15 km
Fair Essen: 32 km
Fair Cologne: 50 km
Highways A44 and A3: 3 km

i                  Book our                             with "Deutsche Bahn" (german train) - this allows you travelling for 99 € per person 
                (return journey) across germany!

Event Ticket

...pleasant journey!

relexa hotel Ratingen City

Calor-Emag-Strasse 7
40878 Ratingen

Phone: +49 2102 1675 0
Ratingen-City@relexa-hotel.de

https://www.relexa-hotel-ratingen.de/hotel/lage-anfahrt/veranstaltungsticket
mailto:Ratingen-City@relexa-hotel.de
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